Nomenclature a e = speed of sound at nozzle exit, m∕s a j = speed of sound in ideally expanded equivalent jet, m∕s D = diameter of jet, m D j = diameter of ideally expanded equivalent jet, m f = frequency, Hz L = nozzle-to-plate distance, m M e = exit Mach number, equal to u e ∕a e M j = Mach number of ideally expanded equivalent jet u c = convection velocity, m∕s u e = velocity at nozzle exit, m∕s u j = velocity of ideally expanded equivalent jet, m/s r 0 = radius of jet, m St = Strouhal number, equal to fD j ∕u j I. Introduction H IGH-SUBSONIC and supersonic jets impinging on a flat plate have been studied by many researchers during the past decades, notably by Powell [1] and Wagner [2] . Very intense tones have been observed in the acoustic field. Powell [1] suggested that such tones are generated by an aeroacoustic feedback mechanism involving the turbulent structures propagating downstream from the nozzle to the plate and the acoustic waves propagating upstream from the plate to the nozzle.
For subsonic impinging round jets, the tone frequencies are well predicted by the model proposed by Ho and Nosseir [3] and Nosseir and Ho [4] . Round supersonic jets impinging on a flat plate normally have been investigated experimentally by Henderson and Powell [5] , Krothapalli et al. [6] , and Henderson et al. [7] , among others. In some cases, a feedback mechanism is observed, as in subsonic jets. This is very often the case when the jet is ideally expanded, but this happens only for some nozzle-to-plate distances when the jet is imperfectly expanded. In the latter case, Henderson and Powell [5] suggested that the feedback loop establishes only when a Mach disk forms just upstream from the plate. More recently, for underexpanded impinging jets, Risborg and Soria [8] explored the instability modes of the jets using ultra-high-speed schlieren and shadowgraph techniques. Notably, axial and helical modes were visualized, and the Mach disk located just upstream from the plate was found to oscillate. For similar jets, Buchmann et al. [9] pointed out the periodic formation of largescale structures in the jet shear layers using a high spatial resolution schlieren imaging. The complete feedback mechanism, including large-scale structures in the shear layers propagating downstream from the nozzle to the plate and acoustic waves propagating upstream from the plate to the nozzle, was visible. Mitchell et al. [10] studied the periodic oscillations of the shear layer of underexpanded impinging jets using time-resolved schlieren image sequences.
For underexpanded impinging jets, the presence of recirculation zones near the plate and the dynamic of the fluid between the Mach disk created just upstream of the plate and the plate was investigated experimentally by Henderson et al. [7] . Notably, tones were found to be produced in the peripheral supersonic flow. Recirculation zones were also observed between the near-wall Mach disk and the flat plate for some nozzle-to-plate distances by Krothapalli et al. [6] . Kuo and Dowling [11] derived a model considering pressure waves and entropy fluctuations to explain the oscillation modes of the jet at the feedback tone frequencies. Numerically, Dauptain et al. [12, 13] proposed a new path for the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism passing through the wall jet created after the jet impact. More recently, Weightman et al. [14] analyzed the dynamic of the creation of an acoustic wave at the plate surface using ultra-high-speed schlieren. Finally, Davis et al. [15] studied the wall pressure oscillations in ideally expanded impinging jets using a fast-response pressure-sensitive paint on the plate. They identified axisymmetrical and helical oscillation modes of the jets associated with tone frequencies thanks to phaseconditioned schlieren images. For such modes, they presented the phase-averaged distributions of the fluctuating pressure on the flat plate. The turbulent structures organized axisymmetrically or helically in the jet shear layers were shown to persist after the impact, as they propagate radially in the wall jets, even several diameters away from the jet axis. The turbulent organization in the wall jet created after the impact is thus of primary interest to gain insights on the flow and acoustic properties of supersonic impinging jets. However, it has rarely been described in the past, notably because of experimental difficulties to perform measurements in this region with particle image velocimetry techniques due to the reflections coming from the plate. This is fortunately not the case using recent fast-response pressure-sensitive paint. Indeed, Davis et al. [15] can reach a frequency resolution of several kilohertz, permitting study of mechanisms like the feedback loop establishing in supersonic impinging jets.
In previous studies by the authors [16, 17] , the feedback loop and the associated oscillations of the jets have been studied. In this paper, the azimuthal organization of turbulent structures in the jet shear layers and on the flat plate, in the wall jets created after the impact, are characterized from data provided by large-eddy simulations. The aerodynamic and acoustic properties of the eight jets have been detailed previously in Gojon and Bogey [16] for the nonideally expanded jets and in Bogey and Gojon [17] for the ideally expanded jets. The spatial organization and the convection velocity of the turbulent structures in the wall jet are examined from the pressure and density fields on the plate. The effects of the presence of shock-cell structures are sought. The paper is organized as follows. The jet conditions and the numerical parameters are presented in Sec. II. Snapshots of two jets and the properties of the aeroacoustic feedback loop establishing in the jets are provided in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the mean and rms fields of the radial velocity in the wall jets are shown. An analysis of the turbulent structures in the jet shear layers and in the wall jets is also conducted by plotting the amplitude and phase fields of the pressure and density fields at the tone frequencies. Concluding remarks are finally given in Sec. V.
II. Parameters

A. Jet Conditions
In this section, the main jet conditions are provided. More information can be found in previous papers [16, 17] . The jets have a temperature ratio (TR) TR T r ∕T amb 1, where T r and T amb are the stagnation and the ambient temperatures. They originate from a pipe nozzle of radius r 0 , for which the lip is 0.1r 0 thick. At the nozzle inlet, a Blasius mean velocity profile is imposed with a boundarylayer thickness of 0.15r 0 .
For the ideally expanded jets, the nozzle-to-plate distances L are respectively equal to 6r 0 , 8r 0 , 10r 0 , and 12r 0 , as shown in Table 1 . The jets are thus referred to as JetidealL6, JetidealL8, JetidealL10, and JetidealL12. They have an exit Mach number of M e u e ∕a e 1.5, where u e and a e are the exit velocity and the speed of sound in the jet, and a Reynolds number of Re j u e D∕ν 6 × 10 4 , where D 2r 0 is the nozzle diameter and ν is the kinematic molecular viscosity. The jet ejection conditions and the nozzle-to-plate distances are identical to those in the experimental study of Krothapalli et al. [6] , whereas the jet Reynolds number is one order of magnitude lower than the experimental one. For the nonideally expanded jets, the nozzle-to-plate distances L are equal to 4.16r 0 , 5.6r 0 , 7.3r 0 , and 9.32r 0 (see also in Table 1 ). The jets are thus denoted as JetunderL4, JetunderL5, JetunderL7, and JetunderL9. They have an ideally expanded Mach number of M j u j ∕a j 1.56, where u j and a j are the exit velocity and the speed of sound in the ideally expanded equivalent jet. Their Reynolds number is Re j u j D j ∕ν 6 × 10 4 , where D j is the nozzle diameter of the ideally expanded equivalent jet. The exit Mach number is M e 1. The ejection conditions of the jets and the nozzle-to-plate distances are identical to those in the experiments of Henderson et al. [7] , and the jet Reynolds number is one order of magnitude lower than the experimental one.
B. Numerical Parameters
In the large-eddy simulation (LES), the unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved on cylindrical meshes r; θ; z using an explicit six-stage Runge-Kutta algorithm for time integration and low-dissipation and low-dispersion explicit 11-point finite differences for spatial derivation [18, 19] . At the end of each time step, a high-order filtering is applied to the flow variables to remove grid-to-grid oscillations and to dissipate subgrid-scale turbulent energy [20] [21] [22] . The radiation conditions of Tam and Dong [23] are implemented at the boundaries of the computational domain, in combination with a sponge zone at the outflow boundaries, combining grid stretching and Laplacian filtering to damp turbulent fluctuations and acoustic waves before they reach the boundaries. Adiabatic no-slip conditions are imposed at the nozzle walls and at the flat plate. Finally, a shock-capturing filtering is applied to avoid Gibbs oscillations near shocks [24] . The axis singularity is treated with the method proposed by Mohseni and Colonius [25] . A reduction of the effective resolution near the origin of the polar coordinates is also implemented [26] . Finally, a forcing [27] is added in the boundary layer in the nozzle to generate velocity fluctuations at the nozzle exit. This procedure enables one to reach peak turbulent intensities between 2.6% for JetidealL12 and 7.3% for JetunderL4.
The simulations are carried out using an OpenMP-based in-house solver, and a total of 250,000 or more iterations are performed in each case after the transient period. The simulation time is equal to 1250r 0 ∕u j or more. The cylindrical meshes contain between 171 and 240 million points, as reported in Table 1 . The minimal axial mesh spacing, equal to Δz 0.0075r 0 , is located near the nozzle lip and the flat plate, and the maximal axial mesh spacing, equal to Δz 0.03r 0 , is located between the nozzle and the plate. The minimal radial spacing is equal to Δr 0.0075r 0 at r D∕2, and the maximal radial spacing, excluding the sponge zone, is Δr 0.06r 0 for 5r 0 ≤ r ≤ 15r 0 . The maximum mesh spacing of 0.06r 0 allows acoustic waves with Strouhal numbers up to St fD j ∕u j 5.3 to be well propagated in the computational domains, where f is the frequency. Thus, the computational domain, excluding the sponge zones, extends from 6r 0 upstream of the nozzle exit to the plate in the axial direction and from −15r 0 to 15r 0 in the radial Number of points n r , n θ , and n z in the radial, azimuthal, and axial directions, respectively. direction. A complete description of the meshes can be found in the previous papers [16, 17] . The discretization of the wall jet forming after the jet impact is analyzed at r 4r 0 . In the directions parallel to the wall, values of about Δr ≃ rΔθ ≃ 30 are found for the four jets. Those values are similar to those used in the literature for the LES of turbulent boundary layers [28] [29] [30] . In the direction normal to the wall, values Δz ≃ 5 are used. These values do not permit in theory to simulate with accuracy the turbulent boundary layer of the wall jet. However, using a similar solver, Bogey and Marsden [31] showed for the turbulent boundary layer developing in the nozzle of a turbulent subsonic jet that the LES results do not depend significantly on the mesh spacing in the direction normal to the wall for values Δ 3.7 and below.
III. Feedback Loop
A. Snapshots
Three-and two-dimensional snapshots are represented in Figs. 1 and 2 for JetidealL6 and JetunderL7, respectively. For the three-dimensional (3-D) snapshots, to visualize both the flow and the acoustic fields of the jets, isosurfaces of density and pressure fields in the plane θ 0 are shown. For the two-dimensional (2-D) snapshots, the density is represented in the jet and near the wall, and the pressure field is displayed everywhere else.
The development of the jet shear layers are well visible and exhibit both large-and small-scale turbulent structures, in agreement with the Reynolds number of 6 × 10 4 . In the pressure fields, acoustic waves coming from the region of jet impact and propagating in the upstream direction are noticed. In the 2-D snapshots, the density fields reveal the difference between JetidealL6, which is an ideally expanded jet with no shock-cell structure, and JetunderL7, which is an underexpanded jet with two shock cells visible. In the present study, the wall jets created after the jet impact, well visible on the 3-D snapshots, are studied.
B. Tone Frequencies
The pressure spectra obtained at z 0 and r 2r 0 for the two cases, for which snapshots are given in Sec. III.A (JetidealL6 and JetunderL7), are displayed in Fig. 3 as functions of the Strouhal number St fD j ∕u j . In Fig. 3a , about 10 tone frequencies are visible for JetidealL6, between St 0.2 and St 2, whereas only three can be seen for JetunderL7 in Fig. 3b .
For the other jets, the sound pressure levels obtained in the vicinity of the nozzle also reveal several tone frequencies [16, 17] . The first four Strouhal numbers of the tones for which the levels are 5 dB higher than the broadband noise are reported in Table 2 . The tones are generated by an aeroacoustic feedback mechanism occurring between the nozzle and the plate. A good agreement has been found between the tone frequencies of the present simulated jet, those found in the experimental studies of Henderson et al. [7] and Krothapalli et al. [6] , and the frequencies predicted by the classical feedback model [3, 4] . The corresponding comparisons are available in previous papers [16, 17] .
Overall, for the ideally expanded jets, about 10 tones are noticed, as observed for ideally expanded planar supersonic jets experimentally [32] and numerically [33] . On the contrary, only two or three dominant tones are found for the nonideally expanded jets, as already noted in various experimental studies [6, 7, 34, 35] .
For each of these tone frequencies, the corresponding axisymmetric or helical jet oscillation and the associated mode number in the classical model proposed by Ho and Nosseir [3] and Nosseir and Ho [4] have been identified [16, 17] . The results are given in Table 3 , and they will be used in the next sections.
IV. Flow Properties near the Flat Plate
This section deals with the flow properties in the wall jet region, where no experimental data are available. Comparisons of mean fields and turbulent levels with experimental data in the jets are available in previous papers [16, 17] .
A. Flowfield Statistics
The mean radial velocities obtained for the four ideally expanded jets are represented in Fig. 4 , where z w is the axial location of the plate. The wall jets are created at r ∼ r 0 , where the jet shear layers impinge on the plate. The peak radial velocities of the wall jets are equal to 0.913u j for JetidealL6, 0.870u j for JetidealL8, 0.847u j for JetidealL10, and 0.820u j for JetidealL12. As expected, the larger the nozzle-to-plate distance, the lower the maximum radial velocity in the wall jet.
The rms values of the radial velocity fluctuations are displayed in Fig. 5 for the four ideally expanded jets. The jet shear layers and the wall jets both appear clearly. Higher values are found in the wall jets than in the jet shear layers. The maximal values in the wall jets decrease with the nozzle-to-plate distance, yielding 0.232u j for JetidealL6, 0.209u j for JetidealL8, 0.193u j for JetidealL10, and 0.180u j for JetidealL12. The position where the maximal value is reached varies from 2.1r 0 for JetidealL6 up to 4.0r 0 for JetidealL12.
The mean radial velocity of the four nonideally expanded jets are shown in Fig. 6 . The shock-cell structures of the jets are visible, leading to positive and negative values of the mean radial velocity. The presence of the shock-cell structure results in the formation of a recirculation bubble near the plate, at r ∼ r 0 , visible thanks to the isocontour for hu r i −0.05u j in Fig. 6 . Moreover, in this case, the variation of the maximal value of the mean radial velocity with the nozzle-to-plate distance is not monotonous, and they are equal to 0.897u j for JetunderL4, 0.956u j for JetunderL5, 0.963u j for JetunderL7, and 0.893u j for JetunderL9. Finally, using isocontours for hu r i 0.9u j , shock cells appear in the wall jet for JetunderL5 and JetunderL7, for which the highest mean radial velocities are found. For those two jets, the cylindrical wall jet is thus organized with annular shock-cell structures.
For the four underexpanded jets, the rms values of radial velocity fluctuations are represented in Fig. 7 . For JetunderL4, JetunderL5, and JetunderL9, the Mach disk formed just upstream from the plate [16] is visible. Downstream from the Mach disk, a shear layer is created in the jet and spreads to the wall by expanding in the radial direction, creating a conical area of high turbulence intensity. This area represents the recirculation bubble with flow moving from the position where the jet shear layers impinge on the plate to the center of the Mach disk, about one radius upstream from the plate. In the wall jets, the maximal rms value of the radial velocity decreases with the nozzle-to-plate distance and is equal to 0.226u j for JetunderL4, 0.195u j for JetunderL5, 0.191u j for JetunderL7, and 0.182u j for JetunderL9. Table 3 Mode number and oscillation nature of the jet oscillations at the first four tone Strouhal numbers
--
The terms hel. or axi. denote helical and axisymmetric.
Overall, for the ideally expanded jets, the maximal mean and rms values of the radial velocity in the wall jets decrease with the nozzleto-plate distance, as expected. However, for the underexpanded jets, the presence of the shock-cell structure appears to affect the maximal mean velocity in the wall jet. Indeed, the highest value is found for JetunderL7, for which there is no Mach disk just upstream of the plate [16] . The presence of the oblique shock just upstream of the plate in JetunderL7 thus seems to enable the jet shear layer to deviate and become a wall jet, leading to high-velocity speeds close to the wall. During the LES, pressure has been recorded in the planes z0, z L, and θ 0. Moreover, density has also been stored in the plane zL. A Fourier decomposition of the fields is carried out, permitting one to plot the amplitude and phase fields for a given frequency.
Snapshots of the density and pressure fields obtained at the wall for the ideally expanded jets are presented in Fig. 8 . A movie showing the temporal evolution of the fields is also available online. In the density fields, high values are found at the center of the domain, in the region of jet impact. Turbulent structures coming from the jet shear layers are observed to propagate radially in the movie. In the pressure fields, the exact location of the jet impact clearly appears. It is not perfectly round, nor centered. Turbulent structures propagating radially can be also be seen. The larger area of the jet impact in the density field than in the pressure fields is most likely because the jet is cold.
Density and pressure snapshots are represented in Fig. 9 for the four underexpanded jets, and a corresponding movie is given online. In the density field, low values of density are found around r 0. This results from the presence of a shock-cell structure, seen in Fig. 2b . Turbulent structures from the jet shear layers impinge on the plate and travel radially. Similar observations can be made for the pressure fields. In particular, for JetunderL4, concentric rings are visible in Figs. 9a and 9e. The rings are due to the dominant axisymmetric mode of the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism identified for this jet in Gojon and Bogey [16] . Indeed, at the frequency of the dominant resonant frequency, axisymmetrically organized turbulent structures are noticed in the jet shear layers.
Pressure Spectra
The pressure spectra obtained for the four ideally expanded jets are represented in Fig. 10 as a function of the radial coordinate. The frequencies of the feedback mechanism all emerge between r 0 and r ≈ 1.5r 0 , where the shear layers impinge on the plate, but only some of them remain visible for r > 1.5r 0 , in the wall jet created after the impact. In the latter case, fewer tone frequencies appear for larger nozzle-to-plate distances.
To be more quantitative, the pressure spectra obtained at r 0, r r 0 , and r 4r 0 for the four ideally expanded jets are represented in Fig. 11 . As expected, because of the shear layer impingement, higher broadband levels are observed at r r 0 than at the two other locations. The tone frequencies all appear at r 0 and r r 0 , but only some of them are visible at r 4r 0 , for JetidealL6 and JetidealL8.
The pressure spectra obtained in the plate for the underexpanded jets are displayed in Fig. 12 as a function of the radial coordinate. As previously, the frequencies of the feedback mechanism are all visible between r 0.5r 0 and r ≈ 1.5r 0 , but only some of them emerge for r > 1.5r 0 . However, one clear difference with respect to the ideally expanded jets is that, for most of the frequencies, the contribution seems negligible close to r 0. Only one frequency, namely, the main frequency of JetunderL4 at St 2 0.505, clearly appears in this region. This frequency corresponds to the only frequency associated with a strong motion of the near-wall Mach disk [16] . The pressure spectra obtained at r 0, r r 0 , and r 4r 0 for the underexpanded jets are presented in Fig. 13 . Similar to the results for the ideally expanded jets, strong broadband components are found at r r 0 . All the feedback tone frequencies also emerge at this location. However, compared with the ideally expanded jets for which all the tone frequencies can be seen on the jet axis, only the dominant tone frequency of JetunderL4 at St 2 0.505 and its harmonics are visible at r 0.
Fourier Decomposition
The amplitude and phase fields obtained for JetunderL4 at the two main tone frequencies at St 1 0.375 and St 2 0.505 are now presented in Figs. 14 and 15 , respectively.
The amplitude and phase fields of the fluctuating pressure obtained at z 0 for St 1 0.375 are given in Figs. 14a and 14e . The amplitude field does not exhibit a clear pattern. On the contrary, the phase field shows two opposite regions out of phase on both sides of the jet axis, followed by isophase contours of spiral shape. This indicates a helical organization of the acoustic waves. In the plane θ 0, in the phase field of Fig. 14f , a 180 deg phase shift is visible with respect to the jet axis, suggesting a sinuous or helical oscillation mode of the jet. More precisely, from a Fourier decomposition of the fluctuating pressure in the azimuthal direction at z 0 and r 2r 0 , the mode is helical. The amplitude and phase fields of the fluctuating pressure obtained on the plate are reported in Figs. 14c and 14g . The amplitude field reveals a region of high intensity for r < 2.6r 0 in the jet flow region. Looking at the amplitude field represented in Fig. 14b , this area is located downstream from the Mach disk and the annular oblique shock. The phase field, in Fig. 14g , shows a spiral that extends over the entire domain. The amplitude and phase fields of the fluctuating density on the plate are presented in Figs. 14d and 14h . They exhibit the same properties as those of the pressure fluctuations. The turbulent structures organized helically in the jet shear layers at the tone frequency St 1 0.375 impinge on the plate, and they seem to keep the same organization as they propagate radially on the plate.
The amplitude and phase fields of the fluctuating pressure and density determined for JetunderL4 at St 2 0.505 are represented in Fig. 15 . The results obtained at z 0 for the pressure are given in Figs. 15a and 15e. The acoustic waves appear to be organized in an axisymmetric manner. The amplitude field in the plane θ 0 of Fig. 15b reveals a cell structure between the nozzle and the plate, containing three cells. This structure is due to the generation of a hydrodynamic-acoustic standing wave by the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism. The number of cells in the standing wave is equal to the mode number of the feedback mechanism in the model of Ho and Nosseir [3] , as shown by Gojon et al. [33] using a model of an hydrodynamic-acoustic standing wave proposed by Panda et al. [36] . The phase field at θ 0, in Fig. 15f , exhibits a symmetric organization with respect to the jet axis, corresponding to an axisymmetric oscillation mode. In Figs. 15g and  15h , concentric rings are observed in the phase fields of the fluctuating pressure and of the fluctuating density on the plate. These rings are probably due to the radial propagation, on the plate, of the coherent structures organized axisymmetrically in the jet shear layers.
To confirm the preceding claims, phase profiles are plotted in Fig. 16 . The profile in Fig. 16a is that obtained in the θ 0 plane, along the black line visible in the phase field of Fig. 15f . It is represented in Fig. 16a as a function of the distance l impact from the point on the wall at z 3r 0 . This point is chosen because it corresponds approximately to the location of the source of the acoustic component radiating in the far field, see in Henderson et al. [7] and in Gojon and Bogey [16] , The maxima in the phase profile are located at l impact r 0 , 4.25r 0 , and 7.6r 0 , giving wavelengths of 3.25r 0 and 3.35r 0 , hence phase speeds of 327 m ⋅ s −1 and 338 m ⋅ s −1 , respectively. These velocities are close to the ambient sound speed, as expected for acoustic waves. In Fig. 16b , the phase profile obtained in the z L plane along the black line shown in Fig. 15g is depicted as a function of the radial coordinate. The wavelengths of the concentric rings apparent in Figs. 15g and 15h can thus be measured. They are equal to 1.75r 0 between the first and the second maxima and to 2.15r 0 between the second and the third maxima, yielding phase speeds of 0.40u j and 0.49u j , respectively. Therefore, the pressure and density patterns obtained at the wall cannot be due to acoustic waves, but are associated with the radial convection of turbulent structures in the wall jets. Thus, for the nonideally expanded jets, the temporal organization of the wall jet along the frequencies of the feedback mechanism seems to be linked to the oscillations of the Mach disk located just upstream of the plate. Indeed, for JetunderL4, the Mach disk located just upstream of the plate strongly oscillates at St 2 0.505 [16] . A movie given in a previous paper [16] allows us to see the Mach disk pumping and forcing the turbulent structure to stay organized from the jet shear layers to the wall jet. Finally, it is interesting to note that the two tone frequencies of JetunderL4 are produced simultaneously [16] ; the axisymmetrical and the spiral organizations of the wall jet are thus establishing at the same time. For the ideally expanded jet JetidealL6, the results obtained at the main tone frequency at St 3 0.455 are represented in Fig. 17 . The amplitude field at θ 0 of Fig. 17b reveals a cell structure between the nozzle and the plate, containing four cells. This structure is due to the generation of a hydrodynamic-acoustic standing wave by the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism, and the number of cells is equal to the mode number of the feedback mechanism [33] . Moreover, a symmetric organization with respect to the jet axis appears in the phase field of Fig. 17f . The jet thus undergoes an axisymmetric oscillation at St 3 0.455. In Figs. 17g and 17h , concentric rings are observed in the phase fields of the fluctuating pressure and density on the plate. These rings result from the radial propagation, on the plate, of the coherent structures organized axisymmetrically in the jet shear layers.
Convection Velocity of Turbulent Structures in Wall Jets
To give further insight into the convection velocity of the structures in the wall jets in all cases, the pressure phase fields on the plate are investigated in the same way as for JetunderL4 in Fig. 16b . First, let us consider two regions of interest. The first one is near the jet axis over 0 < r < 3r 0 , and the second one is several diameters away over 3r 0 < r < 6r 0 . The mean wavelengths are extracted from the phase profiles in each of the two regions and the corresponding convection velocities are given in Table 4 .
Over 3r 0 < r < 6r 0 , the convection velocity of the turbulent structures on the wall varies between 0.40u j and 0.49u j , and no clear distinctions can be made between the ideally expanded jets and the underexpanded ones. The results are in agreement with the measurements of Davis et al. [15] for ideally expanded impinging round jets, who found a convection velocity on the wall equal to 0.47u j several diameters away from the jet axis by using pressure-sensitive paint on the flat plate. The results are also consistent with the mean convection velocity of the turbulent structures in the jet shear layers, which is between 0.54u j and 0.59u j for the four underexpanded jets [16] . Over 0 < r < 3r 0 , the convection velocity of the turbulent structures on the wall varies between 0.27u j and 0.57u j . These values are in agreement with the value of 0.56u j found experimentally by Davis et al. [15] in this region for ideally expanded impinging round jets. The convection velocities are between 0.45u j and 0.57u j for the ideally expanded jets, but between 0.27u j and 0.40u j for the nonideally expanded jets. This difference is likely caused by the presence of a Mach disk in the near-wall region for the nonideally expanded jets, as observed in Fig. 6 . The jet shear layers are thus deviated and impinge on the plate at r ≃ 2r 0 . Consequently, the mean convection velocities computed near the jet axis do not correspond to the convection velocity of the turbulent structures, because the motion of these structures is not only radial in this region. On the contrary, in the ideally expanded jets, the turbulent structures in the jet shear layers impinge near the jet axis, as illustrated by Krothapalli et al. [6] and Davis et al. [15] and observed in Fig. 4 . Finally, it is interesting to note that, for JetunderL4, in the region 3r 0 < r < 6r 0 , the convection velocity of the structures organized axisymmetrically at the tone frequency St 2 0.505 is 22.5% higher than the The convection velocity in the wall jets is now computed from radial velocity cross correlations just upstream from the wall, at a fixed wall-normal position of 0.1r 0 . This position has been chosen for two reasons. First, it is difficult to follow the position of maximum rms velocity, because it is usually done to compute the convection velocity of the turbulent structures in the shear layers [37, 38] in free jets, because of the complex flow patterns that arise near the jet axis, notably for the nonideally expanded jets (see Fig. 7 ). Then, to compare the results with those obtained experimentally using pressure-sensitive paint and those of the present paper from pressure phase fields on the plate, the convection velocity needs to be computed very close to the wall. The results are represented in Fig. 18a for the ideally expanded jets and in Fig. 19a for the nonideally expanded jets as a function of the radial position between r 0 and r 6r 0 . The maximal mean radial velocity in the wall jets is also provided in Figs. 18b and 19b . This velocity correspond to the signed velocity, where the absolute value of the radial velocity is maximal in the wall jet, permitting also a look at the recirculation region. For the ideally expanded jets, in Fig. 18a , the convection velocity increases from zero to about 0.55u j from r 0 to r 2.5r 0 . It then decreases slowly in the region r ≥ 2.5r 0 to reach 0.38r 0 at r 6r 0 . These results are in good agreement with the convection velocities obtained from the phase profiles in Table 4 and with those measured in the phase-averaged distributions of the fluctuating pressure of the ideally expanded jets of Davis et al. [15] .
For the nonideally expanded jets, in Fig. 19a , a region of negative convection velocity appears around r r 0 for JetunderL4, JetunderL5, and JetunderL7. This is due to the presence of a recirculation bubble near the region of impact, observed experimentally for similar jets by Krothapalli et al. [6] . This recirculation zone leads in Fig. 19b to a negative mean radial velocity for r < r 0 . It explains the difference between the convection velocities previously noticed over 0 < r < 3r 0 for the underexpanded and the ideally expanded jets. A peak convection Fig. 15f; and b) at z L along the black line in Fig. 15g . Fig. 17 Amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) fields obtained for JetidealL6 at the tone frequency St 3 0.455: from pressure a,e) at z 0; b,f) at θ 0, and c,g) at z L; and from density d,h) at z L. The color scales range from 120 to 160 dB∕St for the amplitude fields of pressure, from zero to one for the normalized amplitude field of density, and from −π to π for the phase fields. Table 4 Mean convection velocities of the turbulent structures in the wall jets for different main tone frequencies velocity between 0.45u j and 0.5u j is then reached at r ∼ 3r 0 before a slow decrease in the region r ≥ 3r 0 to reach values between 0.44u j and 0.69u j at r 6r 0 .
The maximal radial velocity in the wall jet is higher in the nonideally expanded jets than in the ideally expanded ones, but the opposite trend is noted for the convection velocity.
V. Conclusions
In this paper, the flow properties near the flat plate for ideally expanded and nonideally expanded impinging round jets have been studied using compressible large-eddy simulation. They have been characterized in the jet shear layers, and also on the flat plate, to examine the wall jets created after the jet impact. For all jets, the spectra in the near pressure fields revealed several tone frequencies due to a feedback mechanism occurring between the nozzle lips and the flat plate. The near pressure and density fields of the jets are then analyzed using fast Fourier transform on the nozzle exit plane, the plate plane, and an azimuthal plane. It is found that the helical or axisymmetric organization of the turbulent structures in the jet shear layers, specific to each tone frequency, persists after the jet impact on the plate. The radial propagation of these structures in the wall jets leads to a spiral or to concentric rings in the phase fields, respectively. In particular, for one of the jets, a spiral shape and concentric rings are observed at two different tone frequencies. Finally, the convection velocity of the turbulent structures in the wall jets is evaluated from the phase fields and cross correlations of radial velocity. Over 3r 0 < r < 6r 0 , the convection velocity of the structures varies between 0.40u j and 0.49u j in the present jets. These results are in agreement with measurements for supersonic impinging round jets performed using pressure-sensitive paint on the flat plate. Near the jet axis, differences are observed between the ideally expanded jets and the nonideally expanded ones, with negative convection velocities found around the lip-line radial position in the latter case. Finally, for the nonideally expanded jets, the temporal organization of the wall jet along the frequencies of the feedback mechanism seems to be linked to the oscillation of the Mach disk located just upstream of the plate, pumping and forcing the turbulent structure to stay organized from the jet shear layers to the wall jet. 
